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Abstract—Traditional approaches to stereo visual SLAM rely on point features to estimate the camera trajectory and build a map of the environment. In low-textured environments, though, it is often difficult to find a sufficient number of reliable point features and, as a consequence, the performance of such algorithms degrades. This paper proposes PL-SLAM, a stereo visual SLAM system that combines both points and line segments to work robustly in a wider variety of scenarios, particularly in those where point features are scarce or not well-distributed in the image. PL-SLAM leverages both points and segments at all the instances of the process: visual odometry, keyframe selection, bundle adjustment, etc. We contribute also with a loop closure procedure through a novel bag-of-words approach that exploits the combined descriptive power of the two kinds of features. Additionally, the resulting map is richer and more diverse in 3D elements, which can be exploited to infer valuable, high-level scene structures like planes, empty spaces, ground plane, etc. (not addressed in this work). Our proposal has been tested with several popular datasets (such as KITTI and EuRoC), and is compared to state of the art methods like ORB-SLAM, revealing a more robust performance in most of the experiments, while still running in real-time. An open source version of the PL-SLAM C++ code will be released for the benefit of the community.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, visual Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) is firmly progressing towards the degree of reliability required for fully autonomous vehicles: mobile robots, self-driving cars or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). In a nutshell, the SLAM problem consists of the estimation of the vehicle trajectory given as a set of poses (position and orientation), while simultaneously building a map of the environment. Apart from self-localization, a map becomes useful for obstacle avoidance, object recognition, task planning, etc. [1].

As a first-level classification, SLAM systems can be divided into topological (e.g. [2]–[5]) and metric approaches. The first group, i.e. direct methods, estimates the camera motion by minimizing the photometric errors between consecutive frames under the assumption of constant brightness along the local parts of the sequences (examples of this approach can be found elsewhere [8]–[10]). While this group of techniques has the advantage of working directly with the input images regardless of any intermediate representation, they are very sensitive to brightness changes (this phenomena was addressed in [11]) and constrained to narrow baseline motions. In contrast, feature-based methods employ an indirect representation of the images, typically in the form of point features, that are tracked along the successive frames and then employed for recovering the pose by minimizing the projection errors [12], [13].

In this paper, we focus on the latter, which take into account the geometric information of the environment and build a physically meaningful map of it [6], [7]. These approaches can be further classified into direct and feature-based systems. The first group, i.e. direct methods, estimates the camera motion by minimizing the photometric errors between consecutive frames under the assumption of constant brightness along the local parts of the sequences (examples of this approach can be found elsewhere [8]–[10]). While this group of techniques has the advantage of working directly with the input images regardless of any intermediate representation, they are very sensitive to brightness changes (this phenomena was addressed in [11]) and constrained to narrow baseline motions. In contrast, feature-based methods employ an indirect representation of the images, typically in the form of point features, that are tracked along the successive frames and then employed for recovering the pose by minimizing the projection errors [12], [13].

It is noticeable that the performance of any of the above-mentioned approaches usually decreases in low-textured environments in which it is typically difficult to find a large set of keypoint features. The effect in such cases is an accuracy impoverishment and, occasionally, the complete failure of the system. Many of such low-textured...
environments, however, contain planar elements that are rich in linear shapes, so it would be possible to extract line segments from them. We claim that these two types of features (keypoints and segments) complement each other and its combination leads to a more versatile, robust and stable SLAM system. Furthermore, the resulting maps comprising both 3D points and segments provide more structural information from the environment than point-only maps, as can be seen in the example shown in Figure [I d]. Thus, applications that perform high-level tasks such as place recognition, semantic mapping or task planning, among others, can significantly benefit from the richer information that can be inferred from them.

These benefits, though, come at the expense of a higher computational burden in both detecting and matching line-segments in images [14], and also in dealing effectively with segment-specific problems like partial occlusions, line disconnection, etc. which complicate feature tracking and matching as well as the residual computation for the map and pose optimization. Such hurdles are the reason why the number of solutions that have been proposed in the literature to SLAM or Structure from Motion (SfM) with line features (e.g. [15]–[19]) is so limited. Besides, the few solutions we have found only perform robustly in highly structured environments while showing unreliable results when applied to more realistic ones such as those recorded in the KITTI or EuRoC datasets. In this work, we address the segment-specific tracking and matching issues by discarding outliers through the comparison of the length and the orientation of the line features, while, for the residual computation, we represent segments in the map with their endpoints coordinates. Thus, the residuals between the observed segments and their corresponding lines in the map are computed by the distance between the projections of those endpoints on the image plane and the infinite lines associated to the observed ones. This way, we are able to build a consistent cost function that seamlessly encompasses both point and line features.

These two kinds of features are also employed to robustly detect loop closures during robot navigation, following a new bag-of-words approach that combines the advantages of using each of them to perform place recognition. In summary, we propose a novel and versatile stereo visual SLAM system, coined PL-SLAM, which builds upon our previous Visual Odometry approach presented in [20], and combines both point and line segment features to perform real-time robot localization and mapping. The main contributions of this work are:

- The first open source stereo SLAM system that employs point and line segment features in real time, hence being capable of operating robustly in low-textured environments where traditional point-only approaches tend to fail, while obtaining similar accuracy in the rest of the scenarios. Because of the consideration of both kinds of features, our proposal also produces rich geometrical maps.
- A new implementation of the bundle adjustment process that seamlessly accounts for both kinds of features while refining the poses of the keyframes.
- An extension of the bag-of-words approach presented in [21] that takes into account the description of both points and line segments to improve the loop-closure process.

A set of illustrative videos showing the performance of proposed system and an open source version of the developed C++ PL-SLAM library are publicly available at http://mapir.uma.es and https://github.com/rubengooj/pl-slam.

II. Related Work

Feature-based SLAM is traditionally addressed by tracking keypoints along successive frames and then minimizing some error function (typically based on reprojection errors) to estimate the robot poses [22]. Among the most successful proposals we can highlight FastSLAM [23], PTAM [24, 25], SVO [26, 10], and, more recently, ORB-SLAM [13], which relies on a fast and continuous tracking of ORB features [27], and a local bundle adjustment step with the continuous observations of the point features. However, all of the previous approaches tend to fail or reduce their accuracy in low-textured scenarios where the lack of repeatable and reliable features usually hinders the feature tracking process. In the following, we review the state of the art of SLAM systems based on alternative image features to keypoints: i.e. edgelets, lines, or line segments.

One of the remarkable approaches that employs line features is the one in [28], where the authors propose an algorithm to integrate them into a monocular Extended Kalman Filter SLAM system (EKF-SLAM). In the referred paper, the line detection relies on an hypothesize-and-test method that connects several near keypoints to achieve real-time performance. Other works employ edge landmarks as features in monocular SLAM, as the one reported in [29], which does not only include the information of the local planar patch as in the case of keypoints, but also considers local edge segments, hence introducing new valuable information as the orientation of the so-called edgelets. In that work they derive suitable models for those kinds of features and use them within a particle-filter SLAM system, achieving nearly real-time performance. More recently, authors in [10] also introduced edgelets in combination with intensity corners in order to improve robustness in environments with little or high-frequency texture.

A different approach, known as model-based, incorporates prior information about the orientation of the landmarks derived from line segments. Particularly, the method in [30] presents a monocular 2D SLAM system that employs vertical and horizontal lines on the floor as features for both motion and map estimation. For that, they propose two different parameterizations for the vertical and the horizontal lines: vertical lines are represented as 2D points on the floor plane (placed the intersection point between the line and such plane), while horizontal
lines are represented by their two end-points placed on the floor. Finally, the proposed models is incorporated into an EKF-SLAM system. Another model-based approach is reported in [31], where the authors introduce structural lines in an extension of a standard EKF-SLAM system. The dominant directions of the lines are estimated by computing their vanishing points under the assumption of a Manhattan world [32]. All these model-based approaches, though, are limited to very structured scenarios and/or planar motions, as they rely solely on line features.

The works in [16], [33] address a generic approach that compares the impact of eight different landmark parametrization for monocular EKF-SLAM, including the use of point and line features. Nevertheless, such systems are only validated through analytic and statistical tools that assumed already known data association and that, unlike our proposal, do not implement a complete front-end that detect and track the line segments. Another technique for building a 3D line-based SLAM system has been proposed in the recent work [34]. For that, the authors employ two different representations for the line segments: the Plücker line coordinates for the initialization and 3D projections, and an orthonormal representation for the back-end optimization. Unfortunately, neither the source code is available nor the employed dataset contain any ground-truth, therefore it has not been possible to carry out a comparison against our proposal.

Recently, line segment features have also been employed for monocular pose estimation in combination with points, due to the bad-conditioned nature of this problem. For that, in [35] the authors extended the semi-direct approach in [26] with line segments. Thanks to this pipeline, line segments can be propagated efficiently throughout the image sequence, while refining the position of the endpoints under the assumptions of high frame rate and very narrow-baseline.

Finally, by the time of the first submission of this paper, a work with the same name (PL-SLAM, [36]) was published extending the monocular algorithm ORB-SLAM to the case of including line segment features computed through the LSD detector [37]. Apart from being a monocular system (unlike our stereo approach), their proposal deals with line tracking and matching in an essentially different way: they propagate the line segments by their endpoints and then perform descriptor-based tracking, which increases the computational burden of ORB-SLAM. Besides this computational drawback, when working with features detected with the LSD detector, the variance of the endpoints becomes quite pronounced, specially in challenging illumination conditions or very low-textured scenes, making more difficult wide-baseline tracking and matching between line features in non-consecutive frames. Our PL-SLAM approach, in contrast, does not make any assumption regarding the position of the lines endpoints so that our tracking front-end allows to handle partially occluded line segments, endpoints variance, etc., for both the stereo and frame-to-frame tracking, hence becoming a more robust approach to point-and-line SLAM.

![Figure 2. Scheme of the stereo PL-SLAM system.](image)

### III. PL-SLAM Overview

The general structure of the PL-SLAM system proposed here is depicted in Figure 2 and its main modules are described in the following sections. As it is common to other SLAM systems (being ORB-SLAM [13] the most popular method nowadays), our proposal is also based on three different threads: visual odometry, local mapping, and loop closure. This efficient distribution allows for a continuous tracking of the VO module while the local mapping and the loop closure ones are processed in the background only when a new keyframe is inserted.

**Map.** The map consists of i) a set of keyframes (KFs), ii) the detected 3D landmarks (both keypoints and line segments), iii) a covisibility graph and iv) a spanning tree.

The keyframes contain the observed stereo features and their descriptors, a visual descriptor of the corresponding left image computed through a visual vocabulary as explained later in Section VI-A, and the information of the 3D camera pose.

Regarding the landmarks, we store the list of observations and the most representative descriptor for each detected landmark. Besides, specifically for points, we also keep its estimated 3D position while, for the line segments, we keep both their direction and the estimated 3D coordinates of their endpoints.

Finally, the covisibility information, as in [38], is modeled by a graph: each node represents a KF, and edges between KFs are created only if they share a minimum number of landmarks, which in this work is set to 20 landmarks (see Figure 3 for an example), allowing for real-time bundle adjustment along the local map.

Similarly, in order to perform a faster loop closure optimization, we also form the so-called essential graph, which is less dense than the covisibility graph because an edge between two KFs is created when they share more
than 100 landmark observations. Finally, the map also contains a spanning tree, which is the minimum connected representation of a graph that includes all the KFs.

**Feature Tracking.** We perform feature tracking through the stereo visual odometry algorithm from our previous work [20]. In a nutshell, we track image features (points and segments) from a sequence of stereo frames and compute their 3D position and their associated uncertainty represented by covariance matrices. The 3D landmarks are then projected to the new camera pose, and the projection errors are minimized in order to obtain both the camera pose increment and the covariance associated to such estimation. This process is repeated every new frame, performing simply frame to frame VO, until a new KF is inserted into the map. Further discussion about this feature tracking procedure will be formally addressed in Section IV. Once a KF is inserted into the map, two procedures are run in parallel: local mapping and loop closure detection.

**Local Mapping.** The local mapping procedure looks for new feature correspondences between the new KF, the last one and those connected to the last one in the covisibility graph. This way, we build the so-called *local map* of the current KF, which includes all the KFs that share at least 20 landmark observations with the current one as well as all the landmarks observed by them. Finally, an optimization of all the elements within the local map (KF poses and landmarks positions) is performed. A detailed description of this procedure will be presented in Section V.

**Loop Closure.** In parallel to local mapping, a loop closure detection is carried out by extracting a visual descriptor for each image, based on a bag-of-words approach, as will be described in Section VII. All the visual descriptors of the captured frames during camera motion are stored in a database, which is later employed to find similar frames to the current one. The best match will be considered a loop closure candidate only if the local sequence surrounding this KF is also similar. Finally, the relative $SE(3)$ transformation between the current KF and the loop closure candidate is estimated so that, if a proper estimation is found, all the KFs poses involved in the loop are corrected through a pose-graph optimization (PGO) process.

It is important to remark that the stereo visual odometry system runs continuously at every frame while both the local mapping and loop closure detection procedures are launched in background (in separated threads) only when a new KF is inserted, thus allowing our system to reach real-time performance. In the event of a new keyframe being inserted in the system while the local mapping thread is still being processed, the keyframe is temporary stored until the map is updated and then a new local mapping process is launched.

These mapping and loop closure approaches are identical to the ones followed in ORB-SLAM, being aimed to reduce the high computational burden that general BA involves (along with the incorporation of recent sparse algebra techniques). Within the BA framework, our proposal belongs to the so-called relative techniques (e.g. [39]–[41]), which have gained great popularity in the last years as an alternative to the more costly global approaches (e.g. [24], [42]).

### IV. Feature Tracking

This section reviews the most important aspects of our previous work [20], which deals with the visual odometry estimation between consecutive frames, and also with the KF decision policy. Basically, both points and line segments are tracked along a sequence of stereo frames (see Figure 1), and then the 3D motion of the camera (and also its uncertainty) is computed by minimizing the projection errors.

**A. Point Features**

In this work we use the well-known ORB method [27] due to its great performance for keypoint detection, and the binary nature of the descriptor it provides, which allows for a fast, efficient keypoint matching. In order to reduce the number of outliers, we only consider measurements which fulfill that the best match in the left image corresponds to the best match in the right one, i.e. they are mutual best matches. Finally, we also filter out those matches whose distance in the descriptor space with the second best match is less than twice the distance with the best match, to ensure that the correspondences are meaningful enough.

**B. Line Segment Features**

The Line Segment Detector (LSD) method [37] has been employed to extract line segments, providing high precision and repeatability. For stereo matching and frame-to-frame tracking we augment line segments with a binary descriptor provided by the Line Band Descriptor (LBD) method [43], which allows us to find correspondences between lines based on their local appearance. Similarly to the case of points, we check that both candidate features are mutual best matches, and also that the feature is meaningful enough. Finally, we take advantage of the useful geometrical information that line segments provide in order to filter out those line matches with different orientations and lengths, and those with a high difference on the disparities of the endpoint. Notice that this filter helps the system to retain a larger amount of structural.

![Figure 3. Covisibility graph in the sequence it-first for which we have represented the edges connecting the keyframes with green lines.](image-url)
C. Motion Estimation

Once we have established the correspondences between two stereo frames, we back-project both the keypoints and the line segments from the first frame to the next one. Then, we iteratively estimate the camera ego-motion through a robust Gauss-Newton minimization of the line and keypoint projection errors. In order to deal with outliers, we employ a Pseudo-Huber loss function and perform a two-step minimization, as proposed in [44]. Finally, we obtain the incremental motion estimation between the two consecutive frames, which can be modelled by the following normal distribution:

\[ \mathbf{\xi}_{t,t+1} \sim \mathcal{N}(\mathbf{\xi}_{t,t+1}, \Sigma_{\mathbf{\xi}_{t,t+1}}) \]  

(1)

where \( \mathbf{\xi}_{t,t+1} \in \mathfrak{se}(3) \) is the 6D vector of the camera motion between the frames \( t \) and \( t+1 \), and \( \Sigma_{\mathbf{\xi}_{t,t+1}} \) stands for the covariance of the estimated motion, approximated by the inverse of the Hessian of the cost function in the last iteration.

D. Keyframe Selection

For deciding when a new KF is inserted in the map, we have followed the approach in [45] which employs the Gaussian propagation techniques to obtain the covariance series of such estimations composed through first order propagation. Notice that to compute the expression in Equation (1), we need the uncertainty of the pose increment between consecutive frames, a non-consecutive frames. Since Equation (1) only estimates the incremental motion between consecutive frames, a two-step minimization, as proposed in [44]. Finally, we perform a similar optimization than the one presented in Section [IV-C] for which we employ the pose provided by the VO thread as the initial estimation for a Gauss-Newton minimization. Once we have computed the relative pose change between the KFs, we insert the current one into the system, including:

1) An index for the keyframe.
2) The information of its 3D pose, which comprises an absolute pose and the relative pose from the previous KF, along with their associated uncertainties.
3) The new 3D landmarks, which are initialized by storing both their 2D image coordinates and their descriptors. The new observations of the already existing landmarks are also added to the map.

Finally, we also look for new correspondences between the unmatched feature observations from the current frame, and the landmarks in the local map.

B. Local Bundle Adjustment

After inserting the KF, the next step is to perform a bundle adjustment of the local map. As stated before, this map is formed by all the KFs connected with the current one in the covisibility graph (i.e. those that share at least 20 landmarks) and also all the landmarks observed by the local KFs. For that, let us define the vector \( \mathbf{\psi} \) that contains the variables to be optimized, which are the \( \mathfrak{se}(3) \) pose of each KF \( \mathbf{\xi}_{ik} \), the 3D position of each point \( \mathbf{w}_{ij} \) and also the 3D positions of the endpoints for each line segment: \{\( \mathbf{P}_{wk}, \mathbf{Q}_{wk} \)\}. Then, we minimize the projection errors between the observations and the landmarks projected to the frames where they were observed:

\[ \mathbf{\psi}^* = \arg\min_{\mathbf{\psi}} \sum_{i \in K_t} \left[ \sum_{j \in P_l} e_{ij}^T \Sigma_{e_{ij}}^{-1} e_{ij} + \sum_{k \in L_l} e_{ik}^T \Sigma_{e_{ik}}^{-1} e_{ik} \right] \]  

(4)

where \( K_t, P_l, L_l \) refer to the groups of local KFs, points, and line segments, respectively.

In this expression, the projection error \( e_{ij} \) stands for the 2D distance between the observation of the \( j \)-th map point in the \( i \)-th KF, and can be expressed as:

\[ e_{ij} = \mathbf{x}_{ij} - \pi(\mathbf{\xi}_{1w}, \mathbf{X}_{wj}) \]  

(5)

where the function \( \pi : \mathfrak{se}(3) \times \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2 \) first places the \( j \)-th 3D point \( \mathbf{X}_{wj} \) (in world coordinates) into the local reference system of the \( i \)-th KF, i.e. \( \mathbf{X}_{ij} \), and then projects this point to the image. The use of line segments is slightly
different, since we cannot simply compare the position of the endpoints as they might be displaced along the line or occluded from one frame to the next one. For that, we take as error function the distances between the projected endpoints of the 3D line segment and its corresponding infinite line in the image plane. In this case, the error \( e_{ik} \) between the \( k \)-th line observed in the \( i \)-th frame, is given by:

\[
e_{ik} = \begin{bmatrix} l_{ik} \cdot \pi (\xi_{iw}, P_{wk}) \\ l_{ik} \cdot \pi (\xi_{iw}, Q_{wk}) \end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( P_{wk} \) and \( Q_{wk} \) refer to the 3D endpoints of the line segments in the world coordinate system and \( l_{ik} \) is the equation of the infinite line that corresponds to the \( k \)-th line segment in the \( i \)-th KF, which can be obtained with the cross product between the 2D endpoints of the line segments in homogeneous coordinates, i.e.:

\[ l_{ik} = p_{ik} \times q_{ik}. \]

The problem in (4) can be iteratively solved by following the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization approach, for which we need to estimate both the Jacobian and the Hessian matrices:

\[
\Delta \psi = [H + \lambda \text{diag}(H)]^{-1} J^T W e
\]

where the error vector \( e \) contains all the projection errors \( e_{ij} \) and \( e_{ik} \). This equation, along with the following update step:

\[
\psi' = \psi \oplus \Delta \psi
\]

can be applied recursively until convergence, resulting in the optimal \( \psi \), from which we can update the position of the local KFs and landmarks. Notice that the update equation cannot be directly applied to the whole vector, given the different nature of the variables in \( \psi \).

It is important to remark that each observation error \( e_{ij} \) or \( e_{ik} \), only depends on a single KF \( \xi_{iw} \), and a single landmark \( X_{wij} \) or \( \{P_{wk}, Q_{wk}\} \). Hence, the Hessian matrix can be formed by appending the influence of each observation to its corresponding block, as showed in Equation (4). Notice that, for the rest of observations that belong to the KFs that are not part of the local map, their Jacobian matrices \( \frac{\partial e_{ij}}{\partial \xi_{iw}} \) and \( \frac{\partial e_{ik}}{\partial \xi_{iw}} \) are equal to zero, since here we only optimize the local map while the rest of the KFs remain fixed.

It should also be underlined that in (4) the influence of the errors in both points and lines is weighted with \( \Sigma_{e_{ij}}^{-1} \) and \( \Sigma_{e_{ik}}^{-1} \), respectively, which stand for the inverses of the covariance matrices associated to the uncertainty of each projection error. In practice, though, it is more effective to set such covariances to the identity matrix and follow a similar approach to the one described in Section IV-C as it introduces robust weights and also deals with the presence of outlier observations.

Finally, we remove from the map those landmarks with less than 3 observations, as they are less meaningful.

VI. LOOP CLOSURE

In this work, we adopt a bag of words (BoW) approach based on the binary descriptors extracted for both the keypoints and the line segments in order to robustly cope with data association and loop closure detection.

In short, the BoW technique consists in summarizing all the information extracted from an image (in our proposal, the descriptors of keypoints and line segments) into a word vector, employing for that a vocabulary that has been built off-line from different image datasets. Then, as the camera moves, the words computed from the grabbed images are stored in a database that is later employed to seek for the most similar image to the current keyframe.

In the following, we first address the process of detecting loop closures from the created BoWs, and then describe the correction of the pose estimations of the keyframes involved in the loop.

A. Loop Closure Detection

The detection of loop closures involves both to find an image similar to the one being currently processed and to estimate the relative pose change between them, as described next.

1) Visual Place Recognition: Specifically, we have employed the method presented in [21], which was initially developed for BRIEF binary descriptors, and subsequently adapted to ORB keypoints. Since, in our work, segments are also augmented with binary descriptors, we propose to build both specific visual vocabularies and databases for them. This way, at each time step, the most similar images in the databases of keypoints and segments are retrieved in parallel in order to look for loop closures. This dual-search is motivated by the fact that some scenes may be described more distinctively by segments than by keypoints or vice versa. Thus, employing both methods and merging their results allow us to refine the output of database queries, incurring in a small computational footprint.

To illustrate this, we first define a similarity matrix as the matrix that contains in each row the similarity values, in the range \([0,1]\), of a certain image with all the images stored in the database. Then, we compute such matrices from a sequence recorded in a corridor that goes around a square area.

Concretely, the matrix in Figure 4(a) has been computed employing only ORB keypoints to build both the vocabulary and the database, while the other (Figure 4(b)) relies only on segments. The color palette goes from blue (score = 0) to red (score = 1). As can be noted, some yellowish areas appear in the first matrix in places where the images look similar according to the keypoints (specifically, after turning at the corners of the corridor). This indicates potential loop closures although, in fact, they are just false positives. The second (line-only) matrix, though, does not present this behavior so that it may be employed to discard them. On the other hand, the first matrix presents more distinctiveness, since the difference in score is generally larger for non-similar images than in the line-only matrix. Therefore, the image similarities yielded by querying both feature databases may be combined to improve robustness when detecting potential loop closures.
In this work, we propose to weight the results from both features (\(s_k\) for keypoints and \(s_l\) for lines) according to two criteria, namely *strength* and *dispersion*. The former weights the similarity score proportionally to the number of features of a certain type (keypoint or line) in the set of features detected in the image, while the latter takes into account the dispersion of the features in the image (the more disperse the higher the weight will be). This yields a more robust total similarity score for the image \((s_t)\):

\[
s_t = 0.5 \left( \frac{n_k}{n_k + n_l} + \frac{d_k}{d_k + d_l} \right) s_k + 0.5 \left( \frac{n_l}{n_k + n_l} + \frac{d_l}{d_k + d_l} \right) s_l,
\]

(10)

where \(n_k\) and \(n_l\) are the number of keypoints and segments extracted in the image, respectively, and \(d_k\) and \(d_l\) are the dispersion values, which are computed as the square root of the sum of the variances in the \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates of the found features. For the case of segments, the midpoint coordinates are employed. Note that this formulation gives the same importance to both kinds of features (hence the 0.5 factor), although it could be tuned according to the environment (e.g. if the images are expected to be low-textured, it might be more convenient to down-weight the keypoint result with respect to the lines one). We have empirically evaluated this strategy in comparison to four other alternatives following the classification framework employed in [46] for four different datasets: Oxford dataset [47], sequence 4 in Malaga dataset [48], sequence 7 in KITTI dataset [49] and i3tf dataset [34]. The compared approaches were: i) using just \(s_k\), ii) using just \(s_l\), iii) using both \(s_k\) and \(s_l\) but taking into account only the *strength* criteria, and iv) using both \(s_k\) and \(s_l\) but taking into account only the *dispersion* criteria. Our proposed strategy yielded better results overall in terms of precision-recall for all the datasets.

2) **Estimating the Relative Motion:** Once we have a loop closure candidate, we still need to discard false positives that could have not been detected with the above mentioned approach. This is achieved by recovering the relative pose between the two KFs involved in the loop closure (namely current and old KFs from now on). For that, we first look for matches between the features from both KFs in a similar way to the one described in Section III while also searching for new correspondences between the current KF and the local map associated to the old one. Then, we estimate a valid transformation \(\bar{\xi}_{ij} \in SE(3)\) that relates both KFs following the approach described in Section IV-C. Finally, since an erroneous detection of a loop closure (false positive) would produce a very negative impact on the SLAM system, we check the consistency of the loop closure candidate with the following tests:

i) The maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix \(\Sigma_{\bar{\xi}_{ij}}\) is inferior to 0.01.

ii) The obtained translation and rotation cannot rise over 0.50 meters and 3.00 degrees, respectively.

iii) The inliers ratio in the estimation is higher than 50%.

Regarding the first criterion, a large value of the eigenvalues of the uncertainty matrix (see [1]) is often an indicator of an ill-conditioned Hessian matrix, most probably due to the presence of a large number of outliers in the feature matching set. Ensuring that the maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix is below a certain threshold allows us to detect potentially incorrect loop closures candidates and discard them.

In the case of the second criterion, we also set a maximum translation and rotation limit for the estimated pose, as BoW-based approaches typically provides positive matches that are very similar in appearance and pose, so that a large change in pose between the involved frames usually indicates a wrong loop closure detection. Finally, the third criterion sets a minimum ratio of detected inliers after the optimization process, since motion estimation is
strongly affected by the presence of outliers and incorrect associations from visual place recognition.

B. Loop Correction

After estimating all consecutive loop closures in our trajectory, we then fuse both sides of the loop closure correcting the error distributed along the loop. This is typically solved by formulating the problem as a pose-graph optimization (PGO), where the nodes are the KFs inside the loop, and the edges are given by both the essential graph and the spanning tree. For that, let us define the following error function as the difference between the transformation that relates the KFs $\hat{\xi}_{ij}$ to the current observation of the same transformation:

$$ r_{ij}(\xi_{iw}, \xi_{jw}) = \log\left(\exp(\hat{\xi}_{ij}) \cdot \exp(\xi_{iw}) \cdot \exp(\xi_{jw})^{-1}\right) $$ \quad (11)

where the operators $\log : SE(3) \mapsto se(3)$ and $\exp : se(3) \mapsto SE(3)$ refer to the well-known logarithm and exponential maps. Notice that in the case of a regular edge, the value of $\xi_{ij}$ coincides with the estimation of $\hat{\xi}_{ij}$ in the first step of the optimization, and hence the error in these edges is initially zero.

This PGO problem is solved using the g2o library \cite{32}, yielding the optimal pose of the KFs included in the optimization, i.e. the essential graph and the spanning tree, when considering the loop closure edges. Finally, we update the pose of the KFs along with the pose of the landmarks observed by them, and we also merge the local maps of both sides of the loop by first fusing the landmarks matched while estimating their relative motion (please, refer to Section VI-A), and then looking for new correspondences between the unmatched landmarks.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In this section we evaluate the performance of PL-SLAM in several scenarios from different datasets, for which we estimate both the trajectory and the map in several video sequences. We also compare our approach with the stereo version of ORB-SLAM \cite{50} by employing its open source implementation, which is considered one of the state-of-the-art methods for stereo visual SLAM.

All the experiments have been run on an Intel Core i5-6600 CPU @ 3.30GHz and 16GB RAM without GPU parallelization. In order to fairly compare all the sequences, we have only considered the relative errors between the KFs poses, disregarding the accuracy of the absolute poses since it dramatically varies depending on whether or not the sequence presents loop closures. We have also tried to compare our method against the one proposed in \cite{24}, but unfortunately, as their approach to perform line segment tracking is based on an optical flow algorithm, their proposal fails when applied to datasets with large motions between frames. Therefore, we could not include their results in this paper.

In the following, we present examples of the trajectories and maps estimated by PL-SLAM, together with the average errors committed by our proposal, ORB-SLAM, a point-only system (P-SLAM), and a line-only system (L-SLAM).

A. KITTI dataset

First, we have tested PL-SLAM on the well-known KITTI dataset \cite{9}, using the 11 sequences that provide ground truth, yielding the results presented in Table I. Note that this is an urban dataset with highly textured image sequences and, as expected, the exploitation of line segments barely increases the accuracy, since the number of detected points is generally sufficient for a proper operation of the SLAM system.

Still, PL-SLAM shows a slightly superior performance for most of the datasets in comparison to the point-only approach and also to the ORB-SLAM system, specially in the rotation estimation. Unsurprisingly, the results confirm worse performance of the line-only system in these outdoor scenarios, even failing at properly estimating the trajectory of the stereo camera in some of the sequences (those recorded in urban environments).

As an illustrative example, Figure 5 depicts the trajectory and the map estimated by PL-SLAM from an outdoor environment in the sequence KITTI-07. The map presents noisy measurements in some parts (e.g. zone A), and lines from the environment, such as parts of the buildings (e.g. zone B).

Figure 5. Map (in black) comprising points and line segments, and the trajectory (in blue) obtained with PL-SLAM from an outdoor environment in the sequence KITTI-07. The map presents noisy measurements in some parts (e.g. zone A), and lines from the environment, such as parts of the buildings (e.g. zone B).
solutions (refer to Figure 6(a,c)), in contrast to the results obtained in sequences without loop closures, as the one presented in Figure 6(b). Nevertheless, relative translation and rotation errors are similar for the three sequences, as shown in Table I.

B. EuRoC MAV dataset

The EuRoC MAV dataset consists of 11 stereo sequences recorded with a MAV flying across three different environments: two indoor rooms and one industrial scenario, containing sequences that present different challenges depending on the speed of the drone, illumination, texture, etc. As an example, we show the central part of the map built from the V1-02-easy sequence in Figure 7(b), where two different parts are clearly visible. The first one shows the features extracted from the non-structured part of the environment (refer to the right side of the map), presenting a relatively large amount of small and noisy line segments, which make difficult the interpretation of that part of the scene. In contrast, at the bottom left part of the figure, we can observe the structured part of the environment, which is clearly represented in the map through a set of line segments that depicts a checkerboard and a bunch of boxes. This example reflects that the maps built from line segments are geometrically richer than those created from only points, so that they can be employed to extract high-level meaningful information from them.

Finally, Table II shows the mean relative RMSE errors of the motion estimation in the different sequences included in the dataset. It can be observed that, for indoor and structured scenarios, the inclusion of line segment features in the system is very beneficial to estimate camera motion and to improve the system robustness. In this case, both the point-only and the line-only approaches yield worse results than PL-SLAM, while ORB-SLAM fails in several sequences since feature tracking is prone to be lost.

C. Low-textured Scenarios

Finally, we have assessed the performance of the compared methods in challenging low-textured scenarios. For
that, we have recorded a set of stereo sequences in a room equipped with an OptiTrack system[^1] which provides the ground-truth of the camera trajectory. The resulting covisibility graph yielded by our PL-SLAM (LSD) system for the sequence lt-medium is shown in Figure B where a loop closure between the initial and the final part of the trajectory can be observed. These experiments (see Table III) reveal that, while point-based approaches either fail to recover the trajectory or yield worse results than in previous scenarios, the two methods based on line segments are capable of robustly estimating the camera path, achieving a good performance in terms of accuracy.

**D. Performance**

Finally, regarding the computational burden, we present Table IV that shows the average processing time of each part of the PL-SLAM algorithm, for each of the tested datasets. Thanks to the efficient implementation of our VO thread achieves real-time performance for all combinations of features (i.e. points, lines, and points and lines) for the datasets with lower resolution (752×480), and nearly real time in the KITTI dataset, and in all cases our approach performs faster than ORB-SLAM2, even when considering the two different features. On the other hand, the local bundle adjustment (LBA) can be processed at around 20 Hz, which is fast enough for our purposes, as it runs in a parallel thread while the VO thread is continuously processing new frames. Finally, it can be seen that the loop closure management is the most time consuming step of the algorithm although it is computed in a parallel thread (and not at every frame), so that the rest of the system can still run in real time.

**E. Discussion**

As our system architecture is similar to in ORB-SLAM[^1] we would like to clarify the essential differences between the two approaches: i) the inclusion of line segments as image features, which allows us to achieve robust camera localization in scenarios where keypoint-only methods usually perform poorly or even fail, ii) the inclusion of binary line descriptors in the loop closure procedure, in order to make it more robust, and iii) the implementation of the visual odometry thread as a frame-to-frame incremental motion estimation to meet the computational constraints that line segments introduces, unlike ORB-SLAM2, which performs motion-only Bundle Adjustment between recent frames. In any case, we do not claim to obtain more accuracy than ORB-SLAM2 in common environments. In fact, both ORB-SLAM2 and our approach perform similarly in such environments, with slightly superior results for ORB-SLAM2 in accuracy and for our approach in computational burden. In essence, we claim more robustness in low-textured ones, where the number of point features dramatically decreases. Is in this kind of scenarios where our proposal achieves better performance.

Finally, although it was mentioned in the previous section, it is important to highlight that the results achieved by ORB-SLAM2 in these experiments have been computed by evaluating keyframe-to-keyframe pose estimation errors, which is a different metric than the one employed by ORB-SLAM2 in the ORB-SLAM2 original paper, hence the differences in the results.

**VIII. Conclusions**

In this paper we have proposed a novel stereo visual SLAM system that extends our previous VO approach in [20], and that is based on the combination of both keypoints and line segment features. Our proposal, coined PL-SLAM, contributes with a robust and versatile system capable of working in all types of environments, including low-textured ones, while producing geometrically meaningful maps. For that, we have developed the first open source SLAM system that runs in real time and that simultaneously employs keypoints and line segment features. Our ad-hoc implementation has been developed from scratch and its based on a bundle adjustment solution that seamlessly deals with the combination of different kinds of features. Moreover, we have extended the place recognition bag-of-words approach in [21] for the case of simultaneously employing points and line segments in order to enhance the loop-closure process. Our approach has been tested on popular benchmarking datasets such as KITTI, or EuRoC MAV, as well as in a sequence of stereo images recorded in a challenging low-textured scenario. PL-SLAM has been compared with ORB-SLAM[^13], a

[^1]: http://optitrack.com/

[^13]:
point-only system and a line-only system, obtaining superior performance in terms of both accuracy and robustness in most of the dataset sequences.

For future work, our implementation can benefit from better keypoint front-ends, such as the ones in SVO and PL-SVO, where authors reduced the computational time of the feature tracking with a semi-direct approach that estimates the position of the features as a consequence of the motion estimation. Finally, our algorithm can be employed to obtain more accurate and refined maps by applying some SIM or Multi-Stereo techniques in order to filter the structural lines, hence obtaining more meaningful information of the structured parts of the environment.
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